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Michele Junk will earn her dual specialization on coming September. She is a part of dual degree
program which her university is providing. She has never met the teachers; she has never sat in the
classroom and has gone to her university campus only once since the day she had enrolled herself
for the program.  Michele is one among the fast growing number of students nationwide and
worldwide who have been opting for online distance programs to complete or advance their
education while they work.

Evolution of Internet has drastically changed the education scenario worldwide. What was earlier
considered asâ€• distance educationâ€• got transformed into â€œonline educationâ€• and the teaching practices
have also become virtual. On March 2006, Congress introduced a bill which stated that every
universities in USA should abolish there practice to offer at least half of their courses face to face to
receive Financial Aid. Since then the law helped to attract lot of students and schools into the
massive online industry.	It has helped those students who are working and at the same time have
the zeal to advance in their qualification. Enrolling into online courses is very easy as it is just a click
away from you. But to select a right institute is way too hard to achieve. The factors which should be
kept in mind before identifying online courses are the cost involved, time you need to spend,
degrees provided, Affiliation with Government agencies, attendance, total number of examination
etc. If you are considering an online course just to make your resume lucrative and vast then you
can get into a program where minimal attendance is required.	 But you will have to be careful too as
there are lots of unaccredited diploma mills that offer fake degrees.

In USA, Online Degree Program under online colleges that are fully accredited has earned a
recognized form of University accreditation from one of the six regional accreditation boards. Online
programs are of many types they have mentioned below.

I. Associates Degree

II. Bachelors Degree

III. Certificate Programs	

IV. Doctoral Degree

V. Masters Degree

VI. MBA Degree

Among the above types mentioned, Online MBA has been the most attractive line of study for the
students. World market has become so competitive that a simple graduate degree does not create
much impact on a personâ€™s resume and HR and Hiring Manager feel reluctant to appoint someone
like such. Online degree has come like a relief in this matter as it can be pursued at anytime
irrespective of age. Online Business Administration degree could be on the following subjects:

1. Sales â€“ Sales is about building relationship with your customers by making them happy and
satisfied with the products sold to them. You can learn Customer Relationship Management (CRM),
marketing, public relation, travel and tourism etc.

2. Non-profit Organization â€“ Non-profit organization needs qualified business professional to get
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there projects done, service members and investors and also to look after the finance.

3. Finance â€“ It is the lifeline of any company. Every organization needs a person from finance who
could be calculative and handles finance wisely. Should have the ability to forecast also.

4. Health Care - Health also requires good business professional to be in the equilibrium. As both
production and sales are involved in health sector requirement of MBA is higher.

These are few subjects who are most prevalent in the market and the demand is also going up day
by day. Prior work experience along with online programs makes you something out of the box
which ultimately helps you boom your carrier. Admission happens every three months and you can
select the best time which suits your busy schedule. Education is must to sustain in such a
competitive market and when you can earn it within your own comfort level then why we waste our
time just thinking about it rather than enrolling our self in online programs.  Betterment in technology
and the increasing use of the Internet worldwide have led to a proliferation of online learning that
award associates, bachelor, masterâ€™s and doctorate degrees. It is always good to have a degree
rather then not having anything on you. So earn your masterâ€™s as you got the opportunity to do it
from your drawing room also.
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This article is written by Smith who is a professional writer.  know more about a Online MBA and a
Online Learning.
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